IMSWorkX SIP Service Delivery Platform Is
Selected By Verscom Solutions
IMSWorkX Service Delivery Platform and Service Creation Environment Provide Unique
Benefits to Verscom Solutions
February 19, 2013 - Rochester, NY, USA – IMSWorkX, Inc., an innovative technology company
delivering leading edge Service Delivery Platforms, Service Creation Environments, and
applications for telecoms and M2M applications, backed by comprehensive application hosting
and support services, has been selected to replace Verscom Solutions’ legacy software
platforms with its XpressWorkX SIP/IMS capable Service Delivery Platforms.
Verscom Solutions will deploy IMSWorkX platforms in both its managed service applications
and on-site customer deployments. These deployments include, for example, prepaid/postpaid
calling-card solutions as well as VoBB (Voice over BroadBand) delivery systems. All future
service enhancements will be built on the IMSWorkX platform.
In welcoming the move Shannon Chevier, IMSWorkX President & CEO, commented, “Verscom
Solutions have a set of very demanding and complex network applications. Their migration to
the IMSWorkX platform acknowledges the exceptional performance and capabilities of our
product. Together with the expertise they have demonstrated with our XpressWorkX Service
Creation Environment this will allow Verscom Solutions to provide increasingly superior
applications to their clients.”
The XpressWorkX Service Delivery Platform is a new approach for delivering cost-effective,
feature-rich, enhanced Next Generation Network services based on a pure IP implementation.
New service offerings can be quickly and reliably delivered across a wide variety of networks
including IMS enabled, converged TDM/IP and VoIP networks.
The XpressWorkX Service Creation Environment is an industry-leading development
environment that combines a visual call flow user interface, comprehensive Plug-in-Action
Components (PACs), and support for essential Next Generation Network protocols. This
provides developers with an intuitive interface that makes applications faster to develop,
customize, and modify to meet changing customer and market needs.
IMSWorkX offer the fully professional product and service level that is required to sustain and
grow its customers operational systems and customer base. The XpressWorkX visual Service
Creation Environment is a key tool to be able to rapidly meet the demands of both existing and
new customers.
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About IMSWorkX (http://www.imsworkx.com)
IMSWorkX, Inc., a Delaware corporation, delivers high quality, high availability Service Delivery
Platforms and other NGN network technologies and solutions for use in “IP everywhere”
networks. This includes the XpressWorkX Service Delivery Platform, XpressWorkX Service
Creation Environment and fully managed hosted environments together with the capability to
provide ready to deploy NGN applications and rapid custom application development options.
IMSWorkX is headquartered in Rochester NY USA with its EMEA regional operations based in
Oxford, UK.
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